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On se souviendra longtemps des images filmées dans des caves
d’une ville de Syrie dévastée où, à la lumière des bougies, des
habitants lisaient des poèmes à voix haute. Tout comme on se
souvient encore des concerts donnés dans Sarajevo encerclée.
Cet acharnement à faire entendre des oeuvres dans les moments
les plus tragiques de l’Histoire est le thème du roman de
Sarah Quigley, adapté pour la scène par Mark Wallington et mis en
scène par un fidèle compagnon de route de Peter Brook, Jared
McNeill.
En 1941, alors qu’il a commencé l’écriture d’une symphonie,
Chostakovitch et sa famille sont évacués de Leningrad assiégée
vers Moscou, où il terminera son oeuvre. Elle y sera jouée pour la
première fois, avant d’être retransmise dans toute l’Union
soviétique et que sa partition, envoyée sur microfilms, ne parvienne
en Europe et sur le continent américain. Devenue un symbole de la
résistance et une condamnation du totalitarisme, ce n’est qu’un
an plus tard qu’elle arrivera entre les mains du chef d’orchestre de
la Radio de Leningrad, Karl Eliasberg, resté dans la ville.
Alors que son orchestre est décimé par les bombes et la famine, il
va mener une lutte acharnée pour reconstituer un ensemble de
cent musiciens nécessaires à l’interprétation de la symphonie.
Recrutant parmi les soldats, leur faisant bénéficier de rations
alimentaires supplémentaires pour qu’ils retrouvent les forces
nécessaires aux répétitions, il parvient, épuisé, à faire jouer
l’oeuvre le 9 août 1942, lors d’un concert devenu légendaire.
Profondément habités par leurs personnages, les comédiens Joe
Skelton et Deborah Wastell, accompagnés de Daniel Wallington au
piano, nous font ressentir toute la puissance de cette histoire hors
norme, posant une question plus actuelle que jamais : « À quoi
peut servir l’Art quand la barbarie semble vouloir dominer le
monde ? ».
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Production Stills

Pictured: Joseph Skelton, Deborah Wastell

“You're the Radio Orchestra Conductor.”

Pictured: Daniel Wallington

“Listen. He's working on something new.”

Pictured: Daniel Wallington, Joseph Skelton

“I was born without a heart.”

Pictured: Daniel Wallington, Deborah Wastell

“He's a nightmare when he's working on something new.”

Pictured: Joseph Skelton, Deborah Wastell

“Maybe they will keep us safe.”

“What use was art in the face of all this.”

Pictured: Joseph Skelton

Pictured: Daniel Wallington, Joseph Skelton

“We were no longer simply musicians.”

UPCOMING...
November 10-11 – Teatro Due (Parma)
November 12
– Teatro Off/Off (Roma)
Production Timeline

February 2016 – Developmental Rehearsals (London, UK)
June 2016 – Further Developmental Rehearsals and Revisions (London, UK)
July 2016 – Developmental Performances (Edale, UK)
July 2016 – Premiere at Buxton Festival Fringe (Buxton, UK)
September 2016 – Feedback Presentation for friends and professionals (London, UK)
December 2016 – Performances, Sands Film Studios in Rotherhithe (London, UK)
June 2017 – Developmental Rehearsals (London, UK)
June 2017 – Performances, Royal Tunbridge Wells, Uk
July 2017 – Performances, Galway, Ireland
July 2017 – Performances, Exeter, UK
September 1-3, 2017 – Gothenburg, Sweden (Teater Trixter)
September 7-8, 2017 – Leicester, UK (Upstairs at the Western)
September 13-15, 2017 – Rome, Italy (Villa Mercede)
October 7, 2017 – Falmouth, UK (Tolmen Centre)
February 27, 2018 – Chipping Norton, UK (Theatre Chipping Norton)
March 1-3, 2018 – Clermont-Ferrand, France (La Comedie de Clermont-Ferrand)
March 12, 2018 – Nottingham, UK (Theatre Royal and Concert Hall)
March 25, 2018 – Sarah Thorne Theatre (Broadstairs)
April 28, 2018 – Bickerton Village Hall (Cheshire Rural Touring Arts)
May 10, 2018 – Aberystwyth Arts Centre
May 12, 2018 – Bridport Arts Centre
May 25, 2018 – Neston Town Hall (Cheshire Rural Touring Arts)
June 6, 2018 – Exeter, UK (Cygnet Theatre)
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Critical Feedback
“une puissance dépouillée, un ascétisme presque intimidant”

Roland Duclos, Bachtrack

Winner of the
Buxton Festival Fringe 2016 JOHN BEECHER AWARD
“The coveted John Beecher Award for original, challenging
work with high production values went to The Conductor.”

Special Award for Highest Artistic Merit
at the
2017 Roma Fringe Festival
"Rediscovering the historical events of the Siege of Leningrad
through the music of Dmitri Shostakovich and his Symphony n. 7,
blending together art, music, and civil theatre,
in defense of the dignity of every human being."
"...an emotional tour de force..."
"The audience is swept along by
excellent performances and, for 70
enthralling minutes, sees Leningrad..."
-Wild Times, Tunbridge Wells
“...thrilling and almost incomprehensible
to experience the devotion to this music.
The talented actors led, by director Jared
McNeill, did an outstanding job with this
story which is quite inspiring to behold.”
-Da Coy, Galway Arts and Fringe Review
“I had no connection with Shostakovich's music before this
evening. The Conductor, as well as telling the story of the
creation of the symphony also explains the narrative of the
music. I think I will appreciate this piece a little more now.”
-Western Park Gazette
“This is a fine show.”
Michael Quine, Buxton Fringe Review
“The full house absolutely adored it.”
Stephen Walker, Fringe Guru

The Conductor
Our Team
Deborah Wastell
(Mother, Nurse, Nina Shostakovich, Nina Bronnikova, Head of Arts)
Deborah trained at The Bridge Theatre Training Company and then followed that up with a
variety of short courses at RCSSD, RADA, and The Actors Centre. Recent theatre credits include
The Conductor at Buxton Fringe, Beatrice in Much Ado About Nothing, one woman show A
Shadow That Remains Cast, and Gwendolen in The Importance of Being Earnest.
As a voice-over artist, Deborah has recorded an audio tour guide of Lake Como for Touring Italia,
and commercials for, amongst others, Women's Aid and Relate. She has appeared in several
short films, internet virals, rehearsed readings, and training videos. Deborah fas recently
completed filming on Feature Film, 'Ghost Stories', due for release next year.

Joseph Skelton
(Karl Eliasberg)
Joe is an actor and playwright. He has most recently been seen playing Prospero in The Three
Inch Fools' production of The Tempest, which toured England and Scotland 2015-16. Previous
roles include: Vladimir (Waiting for Godot), Ginger (Jerusalem) and Tom Wingfield (The Glass
Menagerie), all staged in the Assembly Rooms Theatre, Durham.
His writing credits include The Noctambulist (Edinburgh Fringe, 2014), Inside (Hotbed Festival,
Cambridge, 2015), The Druid's Horse (Roundhouse Radio, 2016), Zoe and the Fox (The Arts
Theatre, 2016) and Fat Jewels (Southwark Playhouse and The Old Red Lion Theatre, 2016).

Daniel Wallington
(Dmitri Shostakovich, pianist)
Danny Wallington has performed in more than ten countries over five continents. His invaluable
experience with Peter Brook's Théâtre des Bouffes du Nord gave him the spotlight at The BAM
Harvey Theater in New York, Cidade das Artes Rio de Janeiro, Dadong Arts Centre of Taiwan,
and The State Theatre Company of South Australia.
Trained at Trinity College Of Music, BBCNR Paris and Chetham's School Of Music, Danny has
performed four piano concertos, one of which was composed by himself, and performed with
musicians from The Chetham's Symphony Orchestra. He has also given recitals at St Martin's at
the Fields, Bridgewater Hall, and Sheffield City Hall. This year Danny has been on the road with
Finger and Thumb Theatre's production 'Carnival of the Animals', as well as Theatre Alibi's 'Fish
Eye'.

Jared McNeill
(Director)
Jared McNeill has toured nternationally in works by Young Jean Lee and Peter Brook, including
most recently The Suit, The Valley of Astonishment, and Battlefield. He has worked on stage with
a number of great writers and directors including Tarell Alvin McCraney, Kenny Leon, Peter
Dubois, Robert O'Hara, Tea Alagic, Phylicia Rashad, and Lucie Tiberghien, and Tim Supple.

Sarah Quigley
(Author, Novel The Conductor)
Sarah Quigley is a novelist, short-story and non-fiction writer. She has a D.Phil. in Literature from
the University of Oxford. Publications include novels, short fiction, a creative writing manual and
poetry collections, many of which have been published internationally. She is a previous winner
of the Commonwealth Short Story Award (2001) and the Sunday Star Times Short Story Award
(2004), and short-listings for fiction include the Bridport Prize and the Fish Short Story Prize.
Sarah's novel The Conductor (Random House NZ, 2011) was the highest-selling adult fiction title
in New Zealand in 2011, staying at Number One for twenty weeks. It was subsequently widely
translated, long-listed for the International IMPAC Dublin Literary Award and short-listed for the
Prix Femina in France.
Since 2000, after winning the inaugural Creative New Zealand Berlin Writers' Residency, Sarah
has been based in Berlin. As well as writing fiction and a monthly column for Next magazine (for
which she won Best Columnist Award, NZ Magazine Publishing Awards 2015), she works as an
editor for Cornerstones Literary Consultancy in London, and for art and architecture publishers in
Europe.

Mark Wallington
(Playwright)
Born in Swanage. A writer, well-known for his humorous "Boogie" travelogues, both serialised on
BBC Radio Four.
Began his writing career working with Dick Fiddy, submitting sketches to 'Not the Nine O'clock
News' and 'The Dave Allen Show'. They later scripted the BBC sitcom 'All Night Long'. In 1982
Wallington walked the South-West coast path with his urban dog, Boogie. He wrote up the
journey in 500 Mile Walkies which became a best seller. Boogie up the River followed in 1989. In
1991, Wallington published a novel, The Missing Postman, and then scripted the TV series of the
same name. His second novel, Happy Birthday Shakespeare, was also turned into a TV twoparter.
Wallington's further TV work includes 'Station Jim' (2001) and 'The Man who Lost his Head'
(2007). In 2005 he published The Day Job, an account of his gardening days, and in 2012 The
Uke of Wallington, the story of his journey through Britain with a ukulele.

Dmitri Dmitriyevich Shostakovich
(Composer)
(1906-1975) One of the 20th century's most highly regarded composers, Shostakovich represents
a story of persistence. Many characterize him as an “acquired taste” for his atonal constructions.
Like Vagner, his phrases are unpredictable. He sets up a line that the listener's ear will finish
before it has ended, and sure enough, before that line has ended, one step of deviation will lead it
to a completely new place.

For more, we invite you to view our video clips:
Trailer 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=azgPlfvqCkw
Trailer 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYAc41Lu9xc&t=5s

Performances:
For a full video of the performance, please contact us at:

Contact: ConductorPlay@gmail.com
Facebook.com/theconductorplay
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La musique au bord du silence : The Conductor de McNeill à la Comédie de Clermont-Scène
nationale
Par Roland Duclos, 06 mars 2018

L’autre visage de la musique, ce « moment posé au bord du silence » : Jared McNeill le porte et le sacralise avec une puissance dépouillée, un
ascétisme presque intimidant. Mettre en scène la Symphonie Leningrad de Chostakovitch à partir du Roman de Sarah Quigley, sans les
dérives justement redoutées d’une hyper théâtralité, c’est vouloir dire l’indicible. C’est faire surgir l’innommable dans ses flagrances. C’est
donner chair et âme à l’impensable. Les tentatives dans ce domaine hybride sont nombreuses mais peu de réussites probantes au final. La
musique de la bête noire de Staline est son propre décor, sa meilleure exégèse. Elle assure et assume sa mise en scène. Elle se suffit à ellemême sans intermédiaire parasite. Donné en unique représentation française à la Comédie de Clermont-Scène nationale The Conductor de
McNeill apparaît en ce sens comme une heureuse exception confirmant la règle.

Daniel Wallington

Car la musique, celle de Chostakovitch, est bien cet espace plein, béant sur le vide de l’existence, sur l’obscénité de la guerre que nous ouvre
le metteur en scène. Sa vision est rythmée par une temporalité de la tragédie construite sur l’immensité d’une menace prédatrice qui nous
observe lorsque s’installe l’attente trompeuse de passages illusoirement apaisés. Emblématique en ce sens, est cette 7e Symphonie
Leningrad, commencée sous les bombes, terminée dans l’exil forcé de son auteur. Trois personnages, deux chaises, un piano tous pris au
piège des faisceaux d’une lumière crue. De ce vide austère, de quelques mots, d’une parole nue, tenue sur le tranchant de l’angoisse,
apparaît la surhumaine volonté du compositeur, pressée par l’urgence de l’inspiration et de l’enjeu. Incroyable performance que celle de
Daniel Wallington. Il réalise moins l’exploit d’une transcription stricto sensu pour piano que d’une sublimation scrupuleusement épurée de
ce monument de la musique symphonique. Wallington-interprète, se glisse dans la peau de Wallington-comédien pour cette troublante
incarnation. Il s’agit ici accessoirement de tendre à une ressemblance physique, nonobstant sa réussite, que de conférer une épaisseur et
une vérité psychologiques au personnage. Dans sa solitude forcenée, il affronte son instrument, Moloch immobile qu’il cannibalise d’accords
âpres et de reliefs abrupts, ignorant les gouffres de ténèbres qui l’entourent.
McNeill pousse ses interprètes à l’essentiel, astreignant cette absence assiégée qui les cerne, ce tellurisme sonore qui les accable, à
l’inconcevable impératif de résistance. La musique devient levée en masse. Parler d’un toucher habité relève de l’euphémisme concernant la
frénésie organique et implacable que déploie le pianiste. Un jeu tendu, effrayant dans son héroïque folie. A travers la longue marche sonore
de Wallington c’est tout un peuple d’ombres qui s’avance, toute une ville qui résiste. C’est aussi en filigrane la passion de Chostakovitch qui
s’écrit. Celle d’un créateur harcelé et humilié par un pouvoir dictatorial. On n’incarne pas un tel personnage : Wallington le vit dans
l’orgueilleuse détresse et la fragilité qui font la grandeur de son personnage.
Désespoir empreint de pathétique chez le chef Karl Eliasberg en charge de constituer un orchestre dans un univers dévasté, parmi une
population de morts-vivants, condamnés à l’impensable espoir de la musique. Le comédien Joe Skelton lève cette armée fantôme d’archets
et de vents qui va constituer des pupitres exsangues d’hommes encerclés, affamés, abrutis par les bombardements jusqu’à l’atonie. Mais
des hommes debout qui témoignent que si « la vie ne vaut rien, rien ne vaut la vie » pour reprendre la phrase de Malraux. C’est dans
l’omniprésence de la mort entre silence des mots interdits et attente absurde, que la musique rescapée du désastre renait et que l’homme
lutte grâce à elle. Une musique qui dit aussi l’horreur de la faim dans l’insupportable découverte des corps mutilés lorsque la neige se retire
au printemps. La musique de Chostakovitch érige le décor de l’insoutenable occupation du néant nous persuade Jared McNeill. Entre ses

deux compagnons d’infortune, dans cet abîme sans salut, Deborah Wastell arpente le désert du plateau, tour à tour épouse, mère, amante
et commissaire politique. Seuls survivants d’un holocauste
sans bourreau, tout trois dessinent, hagards, le gouffre qui
les étreint, repassant sans cesse sur l’insane géométrie de
leur désarroi, seulement suspendus aux fulgurances
inspirées du pianiste.
La musique devient un cri, une clameur, une résistance
dressée face à la danse macabre des combats. Il met en
scène l’espoir insensé de cette volonté de vivre un jour la
délivrance ultime à travers le sacrifice.
_____
The Conductor : le 12 mars Nottingham Théâtre Royal ; le 17
mars Neston Town Hall et le 25 mars Sarah Thorne Théâtre
Broadstairs.
Joe Skelton et Deborah Wastell

“une puissance dépouillée, un ascétisme presque intimidant”
Critique faite à Comédie de Clermont-Scène nationale, Clermont-Ferrand, le 3 mars 2018
PROGRAMME
Jared McNeill, The Conductor
Oeuvres de Chostakovitch
ARTISTES
Daniel Wallington, Piano
Joe Skelton, Comédien
Deborah Wastell, Comédien
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Daniel Wallington, Deborah Wastell, Jared McNeill, Joanna

Hetherington, Joseph Skelton, Mark Wallington, Sarah Quigley, The Conductor, The Space

The Conductor
The Space
Reviewed – 28th March 2019

★★★★
“achieves a sensitivity and
drama which fills the theatre
and rouses our emotions”
https://thespyinthestalls.com/2019/03/the-conductor/
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In the besieged city of Leningrad in 1941, a conductor,
against all odds, gathers together an orchestra of
starving and weakened musicians to give a momentous
performance of Shostakovich’s 7th Symphony. Even
though he is said to have planned the work as a general
comment on terror, slavery and oppression, its timing
means that it is remembered as a force of psychological
warfare against Nazi despotism by the battered spirits
of a tyrannised society. In an elegant adaptation by
Mark Wallington and Jared McNeill, based on Sarah
Quigley’s novel, ‘The Conductor’ tells the story of the
‘Leningrad Symphony’ and how the devastating
circumstances of World War II gave Karl Eliasberg the
opportunity to rise from the shadows of mediocre
musical standing and conduct the first performance
there. With dramatic and evocative musical
illustration, it shows the power of artistic expression
fighting to overcome the surrounding atrocities. Who
knows why these men in such dire physical state agreed
to sacrifice their health and, in a few cases, lives for
that concert? Possibly the extra rations offered to them
but, more likely, to restore a sense of dignity in their
souls and those of their fellow citizens.
Occupying half the stage, the composer sits at his grand
piano, engrossed in composition as Eliasberg describes
his own modest upbringing and aspirations and his
admiration for Shostakovich’s genius. Joseph Skelton
plays a conductor who wins our sympathy with his
quiet, unassuming nature; describing himself as ‘cold’
and ‘good at keeping time’, he displays acceptance
rather than bitterness. Deborah Wastell, with dexterous
change of accent creates a handful of peripheral
characters, adding detail to daily life – the mother who
refuses to be evacuated, Shostakovich’s long-suffering
wife, the dancer who befriends Eliasberg. And while we
build an image of the hardships through Eliasberg and
the people around him, Shostakovich appears detached
https://thespyinthestalls.com/2019/03/the-conductor/
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from reality, absorbed in his own world. Daniel
Wallington portrays this remoteness while evoking the
moods of war, reminiscence and victory with his
extraordinarily passionate piano playing.
‘The Conductor’ is a unique piece of theatre. It cleverly
infuses the music into the narrative and completes the
background picture with perceptive minor roles. Jared
McNeill’s direction captures the contrast between the
musicians and the trepidation in the atmosphere but as
the action evolves (notably after the intense musical
episodes) Eliasberg’s thoughtful pauses break the flow
and the tension relaxes rather than heightens towards
his ‘glory of fame and grief of loss’. While the piano is
unable to recreate the textures and colours of a large
orchestra, in this case it fits perfectly into context and
Wallington achieves a sensitivity and drama which fills
the theatre and rouses our emotions.

Reviewed by Joanna Hetherington

The Conductor
The Space until 13th April

https://thespyinthestalls.com/2019/03/the-conductor/
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he Conductor at The Space – Review
ARCH 29, 2019 LAST UPDATED: MARCH 29, 2019 1:20 AM BY CHRIS OMAWENG

LEAVE A COMMENT

t some point as a schoolboy, my
assmates and I were under instructions to
eep a weekly diary, even during the school
olidays. There was a degree of selfensorship because the diary entries were to
e written in a school exercise book and
arked (or, rather, read) by the teacher.
stensibly the purpose was to help pupils

The Conductor at The Space

evelop creative writing skills, though I remain ignorant to this day as to what exactly
so creative about writing down the signiﬁcant events of the past week – unless
ne was supposed to be economical with the truth. Anyway, about halfway through
performance of The Conductor, the play’s narrative brought to mind that diary
which was unceremoniously bunged into a paper recycling receptacle many years
go), because I still recall being bizarrely brought to task for writing that I had been
oved by a piece of music, when in fact I hadn’t, physically speaking, ‘moved’ an
ch.

https://www.londontheatre1.com/reviews/the-conductor-at-the-space-review/
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s quite an achievement, I think, for the music in this production to have moved me.
mitri Shostakovich’s (1906-1975) Symphony No. 7, was written for orchestra, but
xcerpts of it are played in the show by David Wallington on the piano with no other
usicians for company. The conductor of what was then known as the Leningrad
adio Orchestra, Karl Eliasberg (1907-1978) (Joseph Skelton), stayed on in
eningrad – the city now known as St Petersburg – when it was under siege by the
azis. The Soviets had evacuated who they could, prioritising the weak, the elderly
nd children. Eliasberg’s mother (Deborah Wastell, who also takes a number of other
haracters during the play) was one of those people who wouldn’t budge even
ough she was eligible for evacuation.
here are history books and online resources aplenty that can give as many details
s one requires as to the catastrophic impact the Siege of Leningrad had on its
opulation. This is a most unusual play set in wartime, focusing on Eliasberg’s
tempts to have Symphony No. 7 performed in its composer’s home city, rather
an the military movements and/or political activity. Subjects like the (im)morality of
ar and the reconstruction of post-war Leningrad are for another time, which
eemed fair enough given the plight of Leningrad’s people. Members of the
rchestra had to overcome extraordinary odds just to stay alive let alone play
struments – for that reason, if someone were to ask me whether I enjoyed the play,
would have to go with “No”.
hat, of course, is not a bad thing in context, and there’s no denying that this is a
umph over adversity story. But it’s also not unlike one of those unsettling movies
here too many people meet a sorry and untimely end. Symphony No. 7 is,
ndamentally, a war symphony, and some of it, as performed in this production, is
uitably aggressive and combative at times. In other places, though, there’s a
alpable feeling that the music proceeds with a mixture of fear and caution, like a
eningrader quite literally trying to get to where they are going in one piece. The latter
even more harrowing than the former.
s I never tire of saying, productions succeed when they can be understood by
omeone coming to see the show without having done any background reading at
https://www.londontheatre1.com/reviews/the-conductor-at-the-space-review/
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beforehand. The Conductor is one such play: one need not necessarily know
nything about classical music, Shostakovich, Eliasberg or the Siege of Leningrad to
llow proceedings. When the music plays, the narrative doesn’t stop, even if the
alogue does – it’s very diﬀerent to a song-and-dance number in a musical that
ops the storyline for a few minutes. The set is kept simple and straightforward,
most forcing a reliance on the script to establish time and location. A fascinating
nd eye-opening production.

eview by Chris Omaweng
1941. Troops have surrounded the city of Leningrad, in what would come to be
nown as the Leningrad Blockade, a siege of more than 2 years and one that would
aim the lives of more than 1 million people. In the midst of this devastation,
omposer Dmitri Shostakovich worked tirelessly compose his “symphony for the
eople.”
ased on the best-selling novel by Sarah Quigley, and adapted by Mark Wallington
nd Jared McNeill (Peter Brook’s international company), this is the true story of a
ound that lifted an entire city in its darkest hour.
HE CONDUCTOR
6 MAR – 13 APR 2019
tps://space.org.uk/
Summary
Reviewer

Chris Omaweng

Review Date 2019-03-29
Production The Conductor
Author Rating
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The Conductor - Rome Fringe Festival 2017, Villa Mercede (Rome)

The Conductor - Rome Fringe Festival 2017, Villa Mercede (Rome)
Written by Alessandra Quintavalla Saturday, 23 September 2017

0
Add a comment

"The Conductor" presented by the British company "La compagnie des divins animaux" the Rome Fringe Festival on 13, 14 and 15 September and the winner of
the Special Mention Laici.it, it is a stage adaptation of Mark Wallington is Jared McNeill, directed by the same McNeill. The work is inspired by the novel Sarah
Quigley, from which it takes its title. Interpreted by Joseph Skelton

is Deborah Wastell and embellished by the music of Dmitri Shostakovich Live-played Daniel Wallington, the show tells the story that lies
behind the creation of the Symphony # 7 (in C major, Op.60, 'Leningrad') written by the famous Russian composer in 1941 during the siege of
Leningrad. A little known but true story that shows how, despite the bombing and all the atrocities of the war, the music of Shostakovich enabled
people to save their hope.

La Compagnie Des Animaux Divins presents
THE CONDUCTOR

adaptation of Mark Wallington is Jared McNeill

novel by Sarah Quigley

with Joseph Skelton is Deborah Wastell

music by Dmitri Shostakovich

Live-played Daniel Wallington
directed by Jared McNeill

Terrible thoughts buzzing in the heads of the protagonists, almost convulsively. On stage are three actors, but the characters are many more. There are a
chair and a piano. Just a few jokes, references, hot words, not Italian, to give us with elegance and simplicity and the complexity of the time when
we fell. Faces, names, memories. A musical genius crushed by the burden of totalitarianism. The people dying in the streets on fire by bombs. The main
characters are ordinary citizens, artists, who are in a world to which they are not prepared: do not know how it moves us into the sad scenario which they
live, they have no power to change the situation. But the sense of powerlessness will not stop them ...

What is immediately striking about this story, very well represented by the British company, it is the use that was made of art to deal with everything that
was happening. The music of Shostakovich, played in the play, He allowed people to take along a journey steeped in paranoia, disappointment,
fatigue and sadness, but directed toward salvation. This music did not stop the siege of Leningrad, but offered people the chance to go beyond the
suffering of the moment and feel that life still existed in them.

The spectacle of American director Jared McNeill, than the broader novel Sarah Quigley, focuses on some reports narrated by history, like
that including Dmitri Shostakovich and Karl Eliasberg, time radio conductor of the Leningrad. The two met at the conservatory, but
Shostakovich soon surpassed his companion, becoming the
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first composer of Leningrad and somehow the Soviet Union. Eliasberg envied and at the same time admired Shostakovich, who
managed to succeed even in the emotional sphere, unlike the first that instead spent their entire lives with his elderly mother. The show
explores focusing on the intersection of these two fates:
'Like' the two individuals met, 'because' their stories are intertwined, and the miracle that was born from the union of their limbs, but also of their being
routinely imperfect.

Karl Eliasberg could be any man: egotistical, proud, envious, stubborn and vulnerable. Shostakovich did anything questionable risking
their lives and those of his family (he was a fireman during the bombing) to stay in Leningrad and finish his seventh symphony. but yet the
exploits of these two men became extraordinary: Shostakovich wrote his Symphony and Eliasberg spreading and holding
together the orchestra dying of hunger and fatigue. People needed to feel alive again. The war was destroying their faith. "This
nightmare can not go on forever". "I do not want to take our city, they want to take our hope!" They say on stage. "Perhaps in other
circumstances would not be considered the 'heroes', but life has given them the opportunity to do something extraordinary," explains
Jared MacNeill.

The work also refers to an article published in 1936 on Pravda, the official newspaper of the Soviet Union's ruling party. The critics accused the work of
Shostakovich's "Lady Macbeth of the District Mtsenk" (first acclaimed) to go against the principles of Socialist Realism, which were very hard. The works
had to be realistic representations of ordinary life, understandable to ordinary people. But above all, they had to support the views of the State. And if they
represent reality in a significant way, universally understandable it threatened to disturb the equilibrium of the system, what happened? With regard to the
work of Shostakovich, in the article in question it reads: "It is a game of clever ingenuity That may end very badly" ( "It's a brilliant game of ingenuity that
may end very badly").

Dmitri Shostakovich continued to seek an acceptable language but also realistic in the siege. "I will write our history in music ... that's how I feel the
war," says the composer during the show. This was no longer just music. It seems to listen to him even opponents understood. It is said that
hearing the Seventh Symphony, during the first in Leningrad - the music came up to the front - the German soldiers realized that they would never
have taken the city. "They listened to the 'Symphony of the heroes'" he says McNeill.

If at that time you were asked what was the meaning seek some truth in music, there probably would be no symphony, and would prevail the
sense of helplessness that we all feel in the face of large and obscure problems of the world. But this story teaches us that no action is ever
truly insignificant. In fact, if done while looking for the truth, it can become even extraordinary.
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The story of how Dmitri Shostakovich’s life-affirming 7th symphony grew out of the devastation
of the Leningrad Blockade is told in The Conductor. We caught up with director Jared McNeill
ahead of the show calling into the Boat Shed, Exeter on July 22, 23 to find out how the play
about human will and survival came into being
How did you come across the story and why did you decide on this for an adaption?
In 2015, I had worked with our pianist, Daniel Wallington, in a tour of Peter Brook and MarieHelene Estienne’s The Suit. We toured Brazil, Taiwan, and Macao, together. I was assisting Peter
and Marie-Helene Estienne at that point, and we only had a few weeks to re-mount the
production. This meant a great deal of work focused on finding a group dynamic between the
actors and musicians, and Peter and Marie-Helene gave me some freedom to explore these
work-sessions in the mornings.
Month’s later, I was at London’s Young Vic Theatre performing Peter and Marie-Helene’s
Battlefield. This was February 2016. Danny was running up to his mid-term presentation at the
Trinity Laban Conservatoire, which happened to be a monologue he had written with his father,
Mark Wallington, who happens to be a best-selling author, and he writes for stage and screen as
well. They had adapted this monologue from Sarah Quigley’s book, The Conductor.
It was a monologue on music, spoken by Karl Eliasberg, Conductor of the Leningrad Radio

Orchestra, and eventual Conductor of the Leningrad premiere of Shostakovich’s “Leningrad
Symphony.”
Daniel had asked me to come in and do much the same work that we had done onThe Suit. Just
a few hours of work all together with Danny and Joe Skelton, playing Eliasberg. We found the
music and the storytelling, and it has been our aim ever since. I think after the presentation,
someone said that they would be interested in seeing a fuller version. I hadn’t considered it by
then, just as I hadn’t considered the notion of “directing.” Mark worked out a fuller adaptation, I
read Sarah Quigley’s book, and once we all met Deborah Wastell, it just seemed right.
It’s not an easy question to answer, in either of its parts. I came across the story by equal parts
chance and fortune and opportunity, and I didn’t decide on the adaptation so much as the
adaptation revealed, and continues to reveal itself, as necessary. We follow the road as it
unfolds, and until there is road no more.

What is the modern-day relevance of this true tale?
I suppose that’s for anyone to say, but it does remind of a moment of dialogue from the piece:
“What use is art in the face of all this?”

Is this your first time directing and how has working with Peter Brook informed it?
I have written and directed some short films in the past, but this is certainly my first time
directing for stage. As an actor, I’ve worked pretty much exclusively on stage. Just the way
things worked out.
Of course, Peter has been a huge influence. It’s been almost 10 years and 4 productions with
him, always new and challenging. My challenge, I think, has been to acknowledge all that I’ve
taken from these experiences so far, while not falling into the trap of replication, in process, or in
product. Not always easy.
In The Conductor, with the element of storytelling, I think the influence may be quite apparent,
though I am careful not to produce the expectation of what they call a “Peter Brook” Production.
There lies danger.
I can say that the continued search, renewal, and revision of the piece is something I have
taken with me from my time with Peter. I think he is always concerned with how the piece fits
within, and speaks to, the world in which it is presented, and I can say that this has also been a
bit of a compass for me.

How difficult is it bringing a story about the development of music onto the stage –
I’m thinking about the representing the scale of devastation combined with the
internal workings of a composer?
Well, here is the trick with our piece: We are learning about Shostakovich through stories
relayed by his wife, Nina, as well as the Conductor Karl Eliasberg, who was a less-celebrated
contemporary of the composer and other conductors in Leningrad at the time.
This may be disappointing to some, but what I’ve found is that this allows the story to breathe
wider than the confines one man’s experience. For Shostakovich, I think, this was the people’s
symphony, and it was how he heard war as he composed it. The internal workings are in the
music, and in the storied experiences of the people for whom it was written. That shift in
perspective disallows us from pinning it so much to this man, this time, this experience, and

allows it all, hopefully, to sit more universally.

Is this for those who are familiar with Shostakovich’s 7th symphony or should anyone
come, and what should they expect?
This is a piece for anyone, with a knowledge of the music, or without. I hope the former will not
be disappointed, and I am sure the latter will not be left out. I think there are many more
qualified people than me to highlight the finer points of the music.
This has become a story about human will, about familial bonds, about survival, and about this
man who made a grand offering, under extreme threat, and with no promise for anything in
return. Everyone was offering everything they had, every bit of energy and every bit of love
that remained. This was a moment where people did not know why they suffered, and what
they had to live for. They did not know when help would come, or from where. I am moved by
that true resilience of the human spirit. Expect nothing. Just listen.

The Conductor is on at the Exeter Boat Shed Theatre Festival on Saturday, July 22
and Sunday, July 23 at 6pm. Get your tickets online or call 01392 434 169.
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'educational and thought provoking.'
The Conductor is a seamless blend of fact and fiction
charting the writing of Shostakovich's Seventh Symphony
against the backdrop of the siege of Leningrad in 1941 as
the Nazis surround the city and bomb, shell and starve it
into submission as part of their assault on Russia.
Most of the cultural elite are evacuated early in the siege, but
Dmitri Shostakovich, the most famous composer in Russia, stays
on. At night he composes a new work, his 7th symphony.
After Shostakovich and his family are forced to evacuate, Karl
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amazing grand piano sound as he coaxed the symphony into life.
Joseph Skelton as Karl Eliasberg conveys the horror of living
amongst the rubble of Leningrad as he tries to maintain a
semblance of culture to lift the spirits of the remaining residents.
Deborah Wastell swaps clothes to convey the various women in
the men's lives.
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One dish to satisfy a thousand di erent mouths | The
Conductor and creating work for an international
audience
November 7, 2018 by artsculture (https://artsculture.newsandmediarepublic.org/author/newsand1/)

Heroic, mind-boggling and beguiling; art in the face of mortal danger and against
insurmountable odds. That’s the story of Shostakovich’s 7th symphony, written during the siege
of Leningrad in the Second World War, as told in The Conductor.
The ‘concert-play’ itself is heroic, mind-boggling and beguiling; creating something for music
lovers and theatregoes out of Shostakovich’s own battles and determination.

The Conductor, says the description, is a one act play, the story of the relationship between
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Shostakovich and the conductor of the Leningrad Radio Orchestra, Karl Eliasberg.
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The Conductor has travelled, and continues to tour, through three countries, each with their
own flavour for theatre. And it has defied the odds for productions, which although being
perhaps of the margins, have been marginalised.

We spoke to director Jared McNeill to see how The Conductor has developed through that
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ArtsCulture: You started touring in 2016, how has The Conductor developed during that
time?
Jared McNeill: Our very first review came from Buxton, 2016, where we ran for 4
performances at festival. It suggested “director Jared McNeill and playwright Mark Wallington
(who has adapted Sarah Quigley’s novel) need to resolve how best to reconcile the music and
the story… the emotional punch that the story could deliver is undermined by the length of
time given to the powerful music.”
Otherwise, this was a fantastic review, with elements of the piece dubbed “excellent.”

A thousand di erent tastes
This was our experience early on: we knew that we had something, but we weren’t sure
exactly what we had. In many ways, we still don’t, and perhaps never will, but in 2016 it was
like we were in the kitchen, cooking one dish to satisfy a thousand di erent mouths, all with
a thousand di erent tastes, and all very vocal about what they did and did not like. This is
impossible.
Our aim from the very beginning was to create something equally accessible to those who’ve
no interest in classical music, much less Shostakovich, and those with season tickets to the
symphony.

Music lovers could come away satisfied that they had felt the full breadth of the symphony,
and theatregoers could expect to find a deeply moving, and resonant, tale. This aim has
guided us in many ways, in the cra ing of what we call a “concert-play.”

A hard-sought synthesis
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know it, because the music of the symphony, and the telling of story, seem to have found a
hard-sought synthesis, where one seems to spring naturally from the other, and visa versa.
Then I’d say the greatest change has been in learning what the show is, what it can be, and
what it is not.

For example, we came to feel that it is not credible, and perhaps not respectful, for this group
(complete with piano, chair, and music stand) to deign to show the su ering of the Leningrad
Siege. There is no scenery to chew, and so it quickly devolves into watching an actor chew his
or her own arm, which can become pathetic a er a time.

The Conductor-Trailer LongForm

Honoring the truth

By letting go of the need to “show”, what we’ve stumbled upon is something that exists as
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more of a tribute, simply honoring the truth of this story, and its relevance in the modern
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Visiting an exhibition on the Leningrad Siege, I came to another realization: that this is a story
about Life, and not Death. The subject of the story is not a war which puts a halt to life, but it
is the lives that pushed to carry on in the face of the coming slaughter. It is an important
di erence. It is the di erence between light closing, and light opening.

ArtsCulture: You’ve toured The Conductor in the UK, France and Italy. What view do you
get of the health of theatre in those countries?
Jared McNeill: I can’t speak to more than my own personal experience, which has been more
than fortunate. I have been part of, and witness to, transformative theatrical experiences in
the UK, France, Italy, and elsewhere. That will never change. The subjectivity of the exchange
means that someone will always be moved, while the one sitting beside them is bored to
tears. Then, in a sense, the theatre on stage will remain as healthy as the audience who’ve
come to be a part of it.

Someone will always be moved
There are places that o er more support by way of public funds, either for the artistic
enterprise itself, or for the precarious nature of the personal life of the artist. It is a pity, at
times, to see that support, financial or otherwise, seemingly funneled to a few established
companies or artists who (outwardly) don’t need it, rather than to the many upstart
companies and artists who do.
Producing theatre presents a great financial risk, and many have responded to that reality by
opting to produce no risk at all.

There is a tendency to seek guarantees: bigger names, new takes on old conventions, to the
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point where the guarantees become more important than the subject-matter.
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I say all this, but at the same time I realize that this is the way the playing field has always
been, and that navigation of the field has always been part of the game.

Recognition, fame, or notoriety…
Indeed, many of the great revelations in the theatrical form have come from the limitations
provided by an exclusionary system. From my view, what I do find alarming, and perhaps
more “new”, is the amount of direct pressure put on artists to attain some modicum of
recognition, fame, or notoriety prior to being given any real opportunity to work.
Twice in the life of The Conductor, we have had our acceptance to a season hinge on the
swapping-out of the entire team, as if bigger names could possibly be more important to the
piece than maintaining the piece. It sounds ludicrous because it is.

“How many followers”
On more than one occasion, while in those same discussions, I have been asked “how many
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followers” do I have. Again, we are discussing bringing this piece to a theatre.
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I understand the world moves and changes, as do our needs of operation within it, but I will
say this: I have a friend in the United States, who has worked as an actor for 50 years, and
when I asked what the di erence is between when he started, and now, he simply said,
“Nowadays you’ve got to be famous before they’ll let you be talented.”
ArtsCulture: How do you maintained your passion for theatre?
Jared McNeill: I grew up taking all the necessary steps to become a writer. In New York, I
trained and worked a bit in the lighting department. For the last years I have been on the
stage, while also working as an assistant director, and now I’ve taken a turn as a director, and
producer.

New challenges, vantage points and perspectives
Seeking new challenges, and new vantage points, in a realm already dedicated to the spread
of new perspectives, have been a good recipe for passion on my part. I don’t mean just
seeking these things in a theatre, but in life.
I think there is also the sense of relevance in what one does that can aid passion to come
through the more di icult moments. And this isn’t just in the theatre, but in anything. A sense
of ‘why’ is very important. A sense that you are a part of something bigger than yourself.

It’s important to keep dreaming
Passion is di icult to find in oneself, and far more di icult to maintain. When the dream
meets reality, it’s easy to get lost. It’s important to keep dreaming.
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ArtsCulture: One of the joys of being in an audience is the shared experience – those
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moments in time. Your take on theatre is truly international. Do you feel there’s a
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Jared McNeill: I think stories are meant to be told, and that theatre, at its simplest, is just the
fire around which to tell them. It is the place with enough light and shadow to let the
imagination play with figures dancing in the trees.

Stories reflect the listener
Then stories reflect not only the storyteller, but also the listener.
What can be gleaned is as random and diverse as a lifetime. And yet, paradoxically, there are
elements that belong to all of us, because they belong to our very stationed existence as
human beings. Collective questions we’ve asked since Day One, and the experiences we’ve
collected as individuals responding to those questions. In this way, they are universal.

How can we say that a story’s only limit is the imagination, and at the same time say that a
story belongs only within one context?
I read a book recently on T.S. Eliot, and I am probably misquoting, but somewhere in there it
was written that the aim may lie in carrying a story simultaneously in opposite directions
along two parallel tracks: carrying the personal until it becomes universal; and carrying the
universal until it becomes personal.
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ArtsCulture: What’s next for you?
Jared McNeill: The Conductor is completing Italian dates in November, at Parma’s Teatro
Due, Roma’s Teatro OFF/OFF, and Assisi’s Piccolo Teatro Degli Instabili.
For me, a number of workshops, and researches, and discussions.
I am also working with La Mama Umbria and conductor Claudio Scarabottini, in Spoleto, to
put together a concert in February 2019, comprised of his resident amateur choral group
BISSE, along with an orchestra, and music groups from Korea, to France, England, United
States, and Nigeria.

Onions Make us Cry
I am working with Carole Karemera and Ishyo Arts Centre in Kigali, Rwanda, on a piece
Onions Make us Cry, set to premiere in 2019.

We’ve just confirmed today that we will be at The Space in London (https://space.org.uk/) for
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Keep dreaming.
ArtsCulture: thanks Jared!

Find out more and see the next dates for The Conductor on the Facebook page.
(https://www.facebook.com/theconductorplay/)

Jared has also spoken to the PRSD about The Conductor: “What use is art in the face of
all this?” (http://www.theprsd.co.uk/2017/07/12/jared-mcneill-the-conductor-interview-qa/)
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